
 

 

  
 
 
Knowbly + Turning Technologies FAQs 
 
Q: What is Knowbly? 
A:  Knowbly is a rapid authoring tool that enables you to build courses and interactive 
assessments. You can choose to build a full course with interactivity, games, and more or simply 
build interactive assessments to refresh your current courses.  
 
Q: What is TurningPoint? 
A: TurningPoint is the only in-class and online interactive learning solution to drive the full 
learning experience with measurable outcomes. It provides trainers and educators immediate 
feedback and analytics with robust reporting. For learners, TurningPoint offers the flexibility 
and simplicity for an immersive and engaging learning experience.   
 
Q: How does Knowbly work with TurningPoint? 
A: Knowbly provides the content engine to build engaging courses and assessments delivered in 
conjunction with TurningPoint web. With Knowbly and TurningPoint web, you have an end-to-
end learning engagement ecosystem at your fingertips that enables you to drive business 
decisions through analytics. 
 
Q: How will the TurningPoint experience evolve with Knowbly? 
A: The TurningPoint experience will evolve into a personalized learning engagement layer that 
provides a single portal for engaging content creation, robust analytics, data visualization, 
virtual classroom capabilities, and access to your favorite add-on applications such as Slack, The 
Game Agency, and more. 
 
Q: How does this acquisition impact the Knowbly product and team? 
A: The Knowbly product will continue to provide the modern, rapid authoring capabilities that 
you are used to and will be able to provide even more features such as live polling powered by 
TurningPoint. The Knowbly Product Team has moved over to Turning to continue the product 
roadmap along with Knowbly Engineering, key support staff, and account management. 
 
Q: Do I have to download anything? 
A: No. Knowbly is cloud-based so it’s simple and easy to use. No downloading or updating 
required. Simply log in and create beautiful, engaging content. 
 
Q: Can my students use Knowbly? 
A: Yes. We can set up a student account. 



 

 

 
 
 
Q: How do I get access to Knowbly? 
A: Access is simple. We are offering Turning customers the chance to experience the Knowbly 
product with a 21-day free trial. We can get you set up through the following link:  
www.knowbly.com/forms/tt-customer 
 
Q: What is Knowbly’s pricing? 
A: In the near future, we will be introducing bundled pricing with combined TurningPoint and 
Knowbly product capabilities. Turning customers will receive preferred pricing based on their 
current subscription with Turning Technologies.  
 
Q: Is my customer support process changing? 
A: Not at this time. Turning clients will continue to receive in-app support as well as access to 
support resources here: https://jira.turningtechnologies.com/servicedesk/customer/portal/1.  
Knowbly clients will continue to receive in-app support as well as access to support resources 
here: https://help.knowbly.com/hc/en-us. 
 


